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Functional Description.
The Tilt Sensor printed circuit board assembly (PCBA) is intended to trigger a car's alarm when the tilt
angle of its undercarriage exceeds a preset threshold while the car's alarm is armed. The board's
firmware establishes a baseline measurement of the car tilt as soon as the car alarm is armed, and it
uses subsequent tilt measurements to detect excessive changes from this baseline and to drive a relay
open to simulate an Open Door condition and trigger the car alarm. The firmware will also send a SMS
message over a cellular network to notify the driver that a trigger event has happened.
External Connections.
Reference

Name

Description

1

DC IN

12V DC-DC Converter power supply output. The tip of the barrel is
connected to 12V and the ring is connected to GND.

2

ARMED

3

UNARMED

4

DOOR

5

ANTENNA

Cellular modem antenna

6

MONITOR

Optional. USB Monitor output.

Alarm Armed wire input. The (+) input connects to the Armed
voltage and the (-) connects to GND.
Alarm Disarmed wire input. The (+) input connects to the Unarmed
voltage and the (-) connects to GND.
Door switch. Normally closed. Used to break the connection
between the door open sensor and the car alarm

1

5

3 2 4

6

Make the connections between the Tilt Sensor PCBA and the car's harnesses according to the following
sequence:
1. Armed / Unarmed / Door connections.
2. Antenna installation
3. DC IN
4. (Optional) USB monitor.
Hardware Architecture.

Software Design Description.
The software design consists of a Finite State Machine depicted in the diagram below.

POWER ON SELF TEST STATE.
On Power up the board will light up the VCC and 3V3 LEDs to indicate power is active. It will then
flash the TRIP, CELL and HW_OK status LEDs to indicate the firmware is up and running. The
firmware will then check for the presence of a MMA8451 accelerometer and set up the
microcontroller's ADC. Finally, the firmware will reset the cellular modem to bring it to a “known
state” and attempt to communicate with it by sending an AT command and expecting an acknowledge.
If the test succeeds the firmware will query the cellular modem's IMEI and the external SIM card CCID

and report these parameters via the microcontroller's USB port. The firmware will then set the modem's
packet data protocol (PDP) context and the Access Point Name for the cellular network provider. Once
the firmware has successfully set up the modem's operating parameters it will transition to the
Unarmed state. If the modem reports an error during the setup procedure, the fimrware will report a
“HW Error” message via the USB port, flash the HW_OK LED and transition to the HALT state.
UNARMED STATE.
In this state the firmware will turn off the 3 status LEDs and proceed to monitor the Armed input. If the
Armed input voltage exceeds 6V for at least 10 seconds the firmware will transition to the Armed state;
otherwise it will remain in the Unarmed state.
ARMED STATE.
Upon entering this state the firmware will tun on the HW_OK LED then query and record the X and Y
tilt measured by the accelerometer, to serve as the baseline for future “excessive tilt” determinations.
Upon establishing this baseline the firmware will continue to monitor the accelerometer measurements;
if the tilt exceeds a threshold with respect to the baseline for 10 seconds or more, the firmware will
transition to the TRIGGERED state; otherwise the firmware will simply monitor the voltage at the
Unarmed input and transition to the UNARMED state if this should exceed 6V at any time. If none of
these conditions are true the firmware remains in the ARMED state where it will continue to monitor
the accelerometer.
TRIGGERED STATE.
The firmware will turn on the TRIP LED then open the Door relay for 5 seconds in order to trip the car
alarm. Next the firmware will initiate a command sequence to cause the modem to send a SMS to the
driver. This sequence is described as follows:
1. Turn modem's cellular functionality On.
2. Query the network service availability and cellular signal strength and quality.
3. Confirm registration with the cell network.
4. Command modem to attach itself to the cell network.
5. Query network technology and carrier.
6. Activate the PDP context.
7. Confirm PDP context activation.
8. Send SMS Message.
Should any of these commands return an ERROR, the modem will report the error code via the
microcontroller's USB port. Otherwise and upon successful completion the firmware will light up the
CELL LED. In either case the firmware will transition to the Wait To Disarm state.
WAIT TO DISARM STATE.
The firware will monitor the Unarmed input voltage and transition to the Unarmed state if the
instantaneous voltage reading exceeds 6V.
HALT STATE.
The firmware will blink the HW_OK LED and remain in this state until the next power cycle.
NOTE: The micro-controller's USB port provides access to internal error messages and can be
accessed from a Terminal Emulator program set to the following Serial Port parameters: Baud Rate =
115200, N,8,1,1.

